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Colloquium I
Historyof Astronomy
Contributed Talks: I 01 . . . 05Chairmen:Klaus-Dieter Herbst, JenaJürgen Hamel, Berlin

I 01New Media and the Historiography of AstronomyW.R. Dik(Vogelsang 35a, D-14478 Potsdam, Germany)wdik�astrohist.orgFor many enturies, paper was the only long-term data/information arrier for siene (andastronomy in partiular). Oral information (teahing, publi disputes, personal onversa-tion, negotiations, et.) played always an important role in the development of siene,but for historiography it was available only when written on paper afterwards (in the formof protools, reminisenes, et.). Starting with photographi emulsions, and espeiallywith the invention of eletroni media, new information arriers beame available. Thelong-term storage and use of these media are a problem whih has not yet been solved �although the preservation of books is although a growing problem. In addition, the use ofthe telephone and of eletroni mail made informal information even more �eeting. Thesedevelopments are a hallange also for historians of astronomy.On the other hand, eletroni publishing and other forms of the use of new media givepowerful tools also to the historian. Full-text searh and data retrieval from databases arepossible only with eletroni media.This paper will disuss the use of new media in historiography of astronomy, both assoures of information and as data arriers for publishing results of historial researh. Itwill onentrate on eletroni publishing (Internet, CD-ROMs) and on the use of databases.
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I 02 The German Venus Transit Expedition to Persia in 1874:An Insider's ViewH.W. Duerbek (WE/OBSS, Vrije Universiteit Brussel,Pleinlaan 2, B-1050 Brussel, Belgium)hilmar�uni-muenster.deThe German Empire organized several expeditions to observe the Venus transits of 1874and 1882. They were organized by a Commission for the Observation of Venus Transits,headed by Arthur Auwers. Wilhelm Foerster, diretor of Berlin Observatory, was one ofthe ommission members. The leader of the 1874 �Persian� expedition to Isfahan wasGustav Theodor Fritsh (1838�1927), anatomist, physiologist, zoologist, anthropologist,and photographer, and a ousin of Foerster. He was aompanied by astronomer ErnstBeker and two more photographers. Fritsh, a very original, independent and outspokenperson, had travelled in southern Afria before, had written about his expeditions, andwould afterwards investigate eletrial �sh, do researh on three-olor photography, andwrite books on The Human Figure and Naked Beauty. Fritsh's letters, sent to Foersterin 1874/75, deal with the preparation of the expedition, the trip, the setting up of theobserving station, and the observation of the transit. They have survived partly in Foer-ster's written estate, partly in the �les of the Venus Commission, and form a omplementto Auwers' o�ial 6-volume report of the German observations of the Venus transit, andto several popular aounts published in journals and newspapers. They provide an inter-esting insider's view on the work of the ommission, the organization of the expedition,and they desribe some travel events.Aknowledgement: This researh is based on material kept in the Akademiearhiv of theBerlin-Brandenburgishe Akademie der Wissenshaften.
I 03 Astronomial Bibliography 1755�2002 in PerspetiveH.W. Duerbek (WE/OBSS, Vrije Universiteit Brussel,Pleinlaan 2, B-1050 Brussel, Belgium)hilmar�uni-muenster.deI will give a short overview on the available bibliographial resoures in astronomy andbeyond. Starting with Weidler's 1755 Bibliographia astronomia, I will also evaluate sub-sequent bibliographies (Sheibel, Reuss, Lalande, and Houzeau-Lanaster's monumentalBibliographie générale de l'astronomie). I will desribe the status of bibliography in the�dark age� of 1881�1898, will give a short appreiation of the Astronomisher Jahresberihtand the Astronomy & Astrophysis Abstrats, and will end with various aspets of theNASA Astrophysis Data System (ADS) servie.I will also try to eluidate the merits and shortomings of the di�erent bibliographialresoures, and will try give an overview of internet resoures whih may be useful for thebibliography of astronomy.
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I 04Early German Radio AstronomyGudrun Wolfshmidt(Institut für Geshihte der Naturwissenshaften der Universität HamburgBundesstr. 55, Geomatikum, D-20144 Hamburg, Germany)wolfshmidt�math.uni-hamburg.deAstronomial radio emission had been disovered in the 1930s, but its origins were notlear. Starting in the early 1940s the Kiel astrophysiist Albreht Unsöld (1905�1995)did important theoretial work on the origin of the radio-frequeny radiation from theMilky Way. After WWII, radioastronomy developed quikly in the Allied ountries thanksto radar tehnology and in partiular to the German 7.5-m diameter �Würzburg-Riese�paraboli radar antennas whih were obtained as war reparation. Suh work with radaror radio was forbidden in Germany itself until the middle of the 1950s. In 1952 the Allieseased the restritions.Early radioastronomy was pratised in four plaes in Germany. In Kiel in 1956 a 7.5-mparaboli antenna � the size of the �Würzburg-Riese� � was used for observing the Sun. In1955 a 3-m paraboli re�etor was used in Freiburg � mainly for the radio emission of thequiet Sun, and in 1957 a radiospetrograph was built for the observation of solar bursts. Inthe German Demorati Republi, solar radio observations were begun in Berlin-Adlershofin 1951, and in 1953 with antennas in Tremsdorf near Potsdam. In 1957 a 36-m transitradiotelesope began operations in Berlin-Adlershof.The �rst really large radiotelesope in western Germany was ereted in 1956 on theStokert in the Eifel: a 25-m paraboli re�etor for observing galati and extragalatiradio soures. This prepared the way for Germany's large presene today in the world of ra-dioastronomy, leading to the largest (until 2000) fully steerable radiotelesope in the world:the 100-m paraboli re�etor near E�elsberg in the Eifel (MPI für Radioastronomie).I 05Methods and Questions in MayaastronomyA. Fuls(Tehnial University of Berlin, Institut for Geodesy and GISStraÿe des 17. Juni 135, D-10623 Berlin, Germany)fuls�ma.bv.TU-Berlin.DETwo major questions are arisen sine the epoh making work of Ernst Förstemann until1906 about the alendar and astronomy of the Classi Maya. During the �rst half of the20th entury the main fous of Maya researh was the searh for the orrelation betweenthe Maya alendar and the Christian alendar. The progressing deipherment of the in-sriptions hanged the fous to the relationship between astronomial observations andreligious belief, although all topis are losely related.Beside the questions the methods of the interdisiplinary researh are getting relevant,too. Linguisti knowledge and methods of text analysis are neessary to perform presentarhaeoastronomial investigations, although astronomial and mathematial methods arestill the most important tools.


